HOUSING OPTIONS

Everyone has the option to find your own accomodations within Malaga and I have provided
some links to local hotels also in the links page. Remember reserving rooms now will be
cheaper than waiting until the last moment. And in August the prices are usually a bit higher
than in July.

But to make sure you have everything ready for your arrival, I can find rooms for you and your
group. Some of the cheaper and just as good accomodations in Malaga are small privately
owned hotels and hostels that dont have web pages, and some dont even have phone numbers
listed in the yellow pages. But don't worry, I know where they are. All you need to do is tell
many how many people are in your group, how many days you want to stay, and what type of
room you want.

TYPES OF ACCOMODATION
Hotels from 1 to 4 stars
Hotels are the most convient, and have a range in price from 50 to 100 euros per night,
depending on size, time, and quality. Be carefull if you are making your own reservations not to
get a hotel too far away from the center from where its easyist to get to classes and other
evening activities. Some hotels are near the airport and in Malaga "province" which means far
away. I have a list of suggested ones in the links page.

Hostel and Pensions
Hostels and Pensions are basically the same thing here in Malaga. We have several and they
offer cheaper rooms and usually provide kitchens so you can make your own meals and save
more money. They are usually not as pretty but who cares if your only going to sleep there?
Plus some hostels have larger rooms for groups from 5 to 10 people. Most rooms are for 1, 2, or
3 people, and if I do your reservations, I will make sure you dont have to share your room with
random strangers.

Apartments for 3 or 4 people
In summer there are many apartments available for short term stays, but I would only do this if
you are going to stay more than a week. It can be your cheapest option if you want to stay in
Malaga more than a week. There are plenty of websites for finding apartments (look for "con
muebles" which means with furniture) and for finding single rooms in shared apartments. But its
just best to be here to see the adds, where the apartments are located, and what condition they
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are in before you pay. I will do this for you if you choose this option and make sure its and ok
place and near the center. You just need to tell me how many people, how long you wish to
stay, and if you want your own apartment or shared.

Shared Apartment
I will have one apartment available for that you can use. It will be set up "camp-style" and
include bunk beds in each room. There will be enough room for 12 to 15 people, it will have two
bathrooms and be close to the center and beach. It can be used for a whole group or seperate
individuals who want to share their camp experience with the other cheerleaders at camp. The
price will be around 50 euros per week per person (7 days) All utility costs will be included in the
weekly price, with furniture, TV, and cooking utincils; but no food, soap, or towels. It will also
have a washing machine for clothes.

Camping at the gym
This option is to sleep at the gym where we will be have some of our classes. It will be cheap,
but you will need to bring a sleeping bag, towels, toiletries, and all the other stuff a hotel
normally provides. The gym has mats to sleep on, bathrooms, lockers and showers and a
cafe/resturante. The price will include breakfast, and other meals if you choose. There is a TV
with DVD player, and it has Wifi. This option is only available to groups of 15 or more.
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